
Journal Prompt (Pink – Compare & 
Contrast)

Compare and contrast what Source 1 and Source 2 reveal 
about the factors that led to European imperialism in the 
nineteenth century.
(Sources posted on Google Classroom)

Source 1 – John Ruskin, British writer, inaugural lecture, Oxford 
University, 1870

Source 2 – Carl Peters, “Manifesto of the Society for German 
Colonization,” April 1884



Origins of WWI –
Imperialism and 

Nationalism



IB 
Syllabus

Paper 2 Prescribed content (20th century wars): 

§ Causes of war: 
§ Economic, ideological, political, territorial and 

other causes
§ Short-term and long-term causes



Learning 
Objective

SWBAT identify the economic, 
ideological, political, and territorial 
factors leading to the First World 
War IOT evaluate the short-term and 
long-term causes of the war. 



Inquiry
How did the causes of the 
First World War influence 
the nature of the war?



Part 1 –
Europe Prior to World War 
1: Alliances and Enemies
1. What were some of the 

consequences of WWI?

2. Why was there talk of 
a “German Europe” 
prior to WWI?

3. Why was there anti-
Austrian sentiment 
amongst Slavic nations 
and the people of the 
Balkans?

4. What had kept war at 
bay in Europe for over 
50 years?

5. Why did the German 
Kaiser build up the 
German navy?





A system where a powerful 
state conquers territories 
(colonies) for its own gain

Main rivals: Great Britain 
(dominant imperial power) 
and Germany (aspirations 
for empire) 



§“Scramble for Africa” –
late 19th c. race between 
European powers to claim 
their own colonies in Africa

§Berlin Conference, 1885
§ Hosted by Otto von Bismarck
§ European powers decided on 
rules for claiming and 
exploiting the continent of 
Africa





§ Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany demanded Germany 
have her “place in the sun”.

§ Weltpolitik - (world policy) foreign policy with the 
aim of asserting German influence around the world
§ First Moroccan Crisis, 1905

§ Aim: block French control of Morocco and 
restrict French power

§ Wilhelm II made a statement of support for 
Moroccan independence

§ Algeciras Conference – upheld French claims 
§ Second Moroccan Crisis, 1911

§ A German gunboat arrived in Agadir – France 
and Britain saw this as a challenge; began 
preparing for war

§ The incident left Germany isolated while 
bringing together France and Britain





§ The Balkans were populated by a number of ethnic 
groups broadly referred to as Slavs. 

§ Pan-Slavism: the belief that Slavic peoples of Eastern 
Europe should have their own nation. 

§ The region had been part of the Ottoman Empire but 
had broken away and established independent states.
§ These states were unstable because not all members 

of the same national group were included in the new 
states. 

§ Austria-Hungary and Russia had competing interests in 
the region
§ Austria – power & hegemony in the region
§ Russia – access to Mediterranean ports; shared Slavic 

identity



§ Background: Austria-Hungary and 
Russia had an agreement that Austria 
would annex the territories of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina (populated by 
Serbs). In return, Austria would allow 
Russia access to warm-water ports. 

§ Crisis: Austria annexed Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, without holding up 
their end of the bargain. 
§ Russia backed Serbian protests against

annexation.
§ Germany backed Austria, encouraging 

Austria and humiliating Russia. 



§ The Russian perspective: Italy and Austria lure the Balkan chickens into traps while 
Germany and Britain hurry to join them. Turkey just watches.



§First Balkan War (1912): The Balkan League tried to drive the 
Turks out of Europe. This was successful, especially for Serbia, 
the most powerful of the Balkan states. 

§ Second Balkan War (1913): Unhappy with the settlement at the 
end of the first war, Bulgaria turned on the other Balkan states. 
Resulted in Serbian victory, but Austria forced Serbia to give up 
some of its territorial claims to create Albania. 

§ Significance: 
§ Austria saw Serbia as a threat & sought support from Germany 
§ Russia had to stay on Serbia’s good side to maintain influence in the 

Balkans
§ Serbian nationalism grew





MAIN Origins of WWI are 
interconnected…
§Massive size of European armies was made possible by the 
increase in European industrial production

§ Industrial production was made possible by raw materials 
from global empires

§Global empires angered countries like Germany and Austria-
Hungary who wanted to expand their holdings

§Their anger/ ambitions increased the anxiety of those at 
whose expense their expansion would have to occur –
Britain, France, Russia, Serbia, and the subjugated African 
and Asian peoples


